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Sangetsu North America 

Winter Newsletter #16 

                           December 2015 

Director’s Message 

I hope this finds you well and enjoying the holiday 
season.  

I would like to first report that Rev. and Mrs. Ajiki are 
doing very well. For the past several weeks, Henry 
has felt much better. It is good to see him almost 
back into his usual routine at the Tucson Center. We 
are all grateful.  

There have been several Sangetsu activities to 
report. We had the pleasure of a visit from Asst. 
Professor Valeria Brinkers, who was in Tucson for a 
study and practice for her future professor test. Her 
arrangements were displayed in the Tucson 
Center’s art corner and at the altar. Though it was an 
intense two full days, a lot of ground was covered. 
As I am sure you are aware, Valeria’s Sangetsu work 
at the Los Angeles Center, our website, face book, 
social media and in her community, boggles the 
mind! All the best, Valeria. 

I had the pleasure of teaching a small class in my 
neighborhood pocket park recently. About five 
neighbors showed up in uncharacteristically rainy 
weather. Sangetsu Instructor and Reverend Lorna 
McMurray happened to be in Tucson and was 
quickly recruited to assist. Thanks to Lorna and my 
student Jody Saito, some Sangetsu joy came to the 
‘hood.I also recruited some of my students to make 
holiday wreaths as Sangetsu fundraisers. They are 
such a joy to make…and surprisingly some of our 
five principals do translate. If you haven’t, you might 
try it next year!      

                     

I hope to have an updated roster for you in the near 
future. Send any corrections or updates to my email 
account by January 10th, 2016. And with the New 
Year, please mail us your annual membership for 
2016 in the amount of $30. Your checks should be 
made out to Sangetsu North America, and sent c/o 
Karey Karam 7201 East Paseo San Andreas, 
Tucson AZ 85710-1325. Thank you for supporting 
our organization. 

As was mentioned, Valeria will be taking her professor 
test. I’ve encouraged her to take it at the Sacred 
Grounds in Atami, Japan. Once we settle on a date, we 
hope that many of us can accompany her to Japan for 
training and a pilgrimage to other Sacred Grounds 
sites. If you are interested, please give us a heads up. 
Sorry I don’t have specific dates quite yet, but we are 
considering traveling during the summer. I will let you 
know as soon as possible. You should plan on a cost 
of between $3,000 to $4,000, perhaps more as the yen 
and US economy do their dance.  

Best to you all....happy holidays to you and yours 
and have a glorious 2016!  

Love, Terry 
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News From Vancouver 
 
Classes started once again in September with my 
continuing students every other Tuesday evening, 
and my beginners on consecutive Wednesday 
nights. 
 
The Point Grey Chrysanthemum Association had 
their early mum show at VanDusen Garden in early 
September, and had several ikebana in the floral 
hall, using the growers’ beautiful mums. Jack 
Duncan, Josie Chow and I displayed at their show. 
Their Late Mum show was at GardenWorks in 
Burnaby in early November. Kimberly, Jack and I 
displayed.   
 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

Kimberly Fairs’ mum arrangement 

In September I did some flowers for a wedding, and am 
hoping I can get more business through my new website 
which my son and daughter created. Check out 
http://jffloral.ca. Also, my daughter’s wedding 
photographer submitted their wedding photos to an e-
magazine, which featured the flowers I provided. That link  
is: www.realweddings.ca/real-weddings/kimberly-brett.  
 
We had a break in October from having lessons because 
my husband and I went to China on a whirl-wind tour. We 
travelled from Beijing, to Xian, Chongqing, enjoyed a five 
day river cruise on the Yangtze, saw the world’s largest 
hydroelectric dam, and ended our tour in ultra-modern 
Shanghai. We saw so many incredible sights, including  
the terracotta warriors, climbed on a part of the Great 
Wall, walked through the Forbidden City, and saw six 
giant pandas! 
 
Back at home, on November 30th, the Japanese 
Consulate had a reception downtown to celebrate the 
Emperor’s birthday. The heads of all five schools were 
invited to the reception as well as to provide an 
arrangement to adorn the entrance hall. I used bamboo, 
red aranda orchids, callas, and Fatsia japonica. 
 
 

 
 

http://jffloral.ca/
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The VIA had a “Christmas tea” at Cecily Chang’s home. 
Only ten members attended, five from Sangetsu. So many 
people missed out on the wonderful food, games, prizes, 
slide show and camaraderie. 
 

 
Left to right:  Mayumi, Josie, Fei, Biancca, Joan 

 
The Dunbar Garden Club contacted the VIA to see if 
anyone was interested in doing a demonstration at their 
Christmas get together on the 8th of December. I 
volunteered, and made three Christmassy arrangements, 
including one to give away. None of the 45 members in 
attendance had been exposed to ikebana before, but 
seemed very interested and appreciative of the 
demonstration. One lady has already contacted me about 
lessons. 
 

 
 
Because of the date of the demonstration, our last class 
of the year had to be rescheduled to the 7th. We made 
Christmassy ikebana using pine, variegated holly, a white 
disbud mum and red carnations. 
                
Until next year, best wishes to everyone! 
 

Joan Fairs 
 
 

 

Art in the Workplace: Workshop Stiles Bank 
 

L. Ancilla Armstrong, Tamarac .Florida 
September 17, 2015 

 
Since my move to Florida I have been seeking 
opportunities to teach or demonstrate Ikebana:  I 
therefore eagerly accepted the invitation from the 
Program Coordinator, Business for the Arts Broward, to 
offer a class to employees of Stiles Bank, Ft. Lauderdale 
on September 10th.   In more ways than one, this offer 
was a blessing.   The day selected was significant 
because it was the first anniversary of the death of my 
niece, Giselle and I wanted to do something meaningful.  
What better way to commemorate her memory than to 
immerse myself in an activity which would relieve the 
melancholy of her loss; and share the beauty of nature 
and the lessons it teaches. 
 
The Arts in the Workplace program is an employee 
enrichment program developed by Business for the Arts 
of Broward with the objective of fostering arts awareness 
and involvement by bringing the various disciplines of the 
arts into the workplace during lunchtime, breakfast or 
team building meetings.   This was the first time they were 
going to be offering an Ikebana class so I wanted to do 
my best and even more so since I was told by the program 
coordinator, that the employees were particularly keen on 
taking the class.  She said, “This class filled up in 2 hours- 
that has never happened before.”  
  
When I went to select the plant materials for the 
workshop, I chose Israeli ruscus for the lines and was 
drawn to the deep purple asters, which although beautiful, 
were somewhat subdued, perhaps reflective of my 
somber mood.   I knew that the expansive, vivacious 
Giselle would not approve of anything bordering on 
somber and so quickly picked up two bunches of the 
vibrant yellow aster solidago (golden rod).  I thought 
participants could choose as many of the yellow flowers 
as they wanted and use the purple to compliment or vice-
versa.   I prepared hand-outs on the history of Ikebana 
and included my favorite poem by Meishu Sama “Those 
who love and appreciate flowers…” 

  
Although well-prepared, I was a little nervous because 
even though I demonstrated and have been making  my 
own arrangements weekly, I have not  taught formally for 
a little while and was concerned about the relatively short 
time allocated.  Before working with the group on a 
moribana upright arrangement, I planned to tell them a 
little about the history of Ikebana and the principles of 
Sangetsu so I requested an hour and a half instead of the 
customary hour for the class.  We were able to reach an 
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agreement for an hour and fifteen minutes which proved 
to be adequate.    Despite the late start, the participants 
and I enjoyed a fun-filled hour and they were thrilled with 
their arrangements as shown in the attached photos.  
 

 
 

 
 

 

I also brought 3 a rrangements  to the Anandaay.  The  

After the class, I received the following heart-warming 
feedback from the program coordinator: “The Ikebana 
class you taught for Business for the Arts of Broward’s Art 
in the Workplace program has received over-whelming 
response, praise and feedback. Your teaching style is 
informative, and provides a wealth of knowledge to the 
participant while in a very relaxing environment. The 
participants left the class with confidence that they can  
reproduce the Ikebana techniques at home.”  

 
Some other comments have been: 
“This is the most relaxing class I’ve ever taken”   
“This was by far the best (Art in the Workplace) class 
we’ve had and I have been coming to these classes for 2 
years”. 
 
Even more satisfying is the fact that three of the 
participants have decided that every Monday they would 
buy flowers and practice during their lunch hour.  An 
interest has been sparked which I hope will flourish and I 
look forward to being able to inject Sangetsu in other 
settings.  An important reminder to me was the power of 
flowers to lift the spirits and transform both the inner and 
outer world.    
 

 
Sangetsu to Ananda Temple 

Briana Metting 
 

We had a small workshop for Sangetsu members in 
September at my home to use garden material and to 
prepare for the upcoming Appreciation Service. I brought 
3 arrangements to the Ananda Temple the following day. 
They were celebrating the equinox.  One large upright for 
their main room and a smaller upright arrangement, Rie 
Terada created Friday, and one centerpiece for their 

tables. 
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Sangetsu in Southern California 
Valeria Brinkers 

 
We had over 50 people attending two workshops 
"Halloween and Thanksgiving" provided by the 
Sangetsu Los Angeles to the Redondo Beach Cancer 
Community Support Group. 
 

 
 
Since October we are hosting the Ikebana International 
Los Angeles Chapter's monthly meetings at the Johrei 
Fellowship Center and Julie Wolfe, a Sangetsu 
student, was elected the new secretary for the Chapter. 
Now we have three people on the Board of the II Los 
Angeles Chapter No 4 and we are very happy to 
represent Sangetsu North America. 
 
In November Valeria had training with our Director 
Terry Quinn in Tucson and on the second day of the 
training Rev. Ajiki and his wife came to critique the 
arrangements. Many thanks for their support! 
 

                  

News from Helena 
Helena Arouca 

 

 
Not much activity in 2015 due to the closing of the 
church in Washington DC.  So now I have 2 faithful 
students that come to my house once a month to 
practice ikebana, the other one is no longer taking 
ikebana classes. 
 
I am focusing on my clay studio!  Making vases, lots 
of vases!  I really enjoy making them. 
 
For 2016 I already have two events lined up, one is 
a demonstration at Ikebana International chapter 1 
and the other is our participation at Spring Exhibit, 
also in DC, first week of April. Mary Jane and I will 
be making arrangements. 
 
I just became an Ikebana Richmond member and 
plan to attend meetings there once a month.  
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Sangetsu Newsletter December 2015 
Natalie Montecalvo 

 
With all my travels here and there, Sangetsu flower 
work remains active.  I reported in the last issue that 
a possibility to participate in Guam’s FestPac 2016 
could happen.  I received word from my contact in 
Guam, Simeon Palomo that presenting workshops 
was approved by the Floral Arts committee.  So I will 
return there after mid-May.  Flower work in Guam 
continues to be special because that is where my 
Sangetsu experience began!  
 
I travelled to California for a quick visit to attend my 
granddaughter’s baby shower.  I was asked to do the 
table arrangements and of course I obliged.  See 
photo for the first time I have ever used a fresh 
pumpkin as a container.  It was their wish to use fall 
colors.  The flowers were purchased from the Los 
Angeles Flower Market.  Wow!  That is a place to 
see indeed!  Great selection, freshly cut and 
inexpensive! 
 

   
 

Here in Colorado the annual exhibit was held in 
September utilizing driftwood in the arrangement.

 
 
I really enjoy floral displays utilizing various natural 
materials. In addition, a private introductory class for 
three women occurred early December.  The theme 
used holiday colors for the flowers: anthuriums, red 
chili peppers, white lisianthus, star of Bethlehem, 
white pompom mums, etc. Photo below is what I 
created with the workshop “extras”.  
 

                 
 
I will be wintering again in Jamaica and recently 
made contact with the HEART Trust training center 
administration office.  If any of you recall several 
years ago in October 2012 I was honored to teach a 
weeklong intensive with 15 horticulture instructors.  
It is hoped that an opportunity once again will be 
possible to continue Sangetsu work there. 
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Sangetsu in Montana 
Lorna McMurray 

 

I recently attended a Christmas party, where I, along 
with a dozen others, had been asked to make one 
centerpiece for a table, each. I made a simple one 
with pine, red roses and white mums, and tucked in 
a few small red ornaments for bling.  I went home to 
change, and when I arrived back at the party, there 
were all different kinds of centerpieces—angel 
figures, snowmen, piles of ornaments, tiny trees, 
LED lighted candles, etc.—bright, colorful and fun.  
My arrangement had been moved from its table in a 
central location to one on the far side of the room. 
Yet that table had all the seats taken, whereas other 
tables were only beginning to be filled. I went over to 
make sure that the moving of the arrangement 
hadn’t destroyed it, and everyone sitting there said, 
“Oh—is this your arrangement? It is so beautiful to 
see real flowers—we just had to sit here!” 
 
I remember reading once that Meishu-sama said that 
flowers are the “God” of the plant, which is why they 
carry so much Light.  People are drawn to that divine 
energy as much as to the actual beauty of the flowers.  
When you add the conscious intention of the person 
arranging the flowers to make a beautiful, natural 
arrangement for the uplifting of the world, that Light is 
intensified still further. People respond to the Light and 
the beauty of live flowers, and the fact that so many are 
surprised to find “real flowers” speaks to the 
importance of getting more of them back out into the 
world.  
 
I have as yet not done much with Sangetsu in Montana. 
I have made the odd arrangement here and there, and 
have had a small exhibition on Paradise on Earth Day, 
and have done a couple of demonstrations, but it is 
time to start teaching. I had the pleasure of helping out 
with the Sangetsu part of the Johrei Conference in San 
Francisco this year, where everyone made a small 
arrangement in a half-hour time slot, and I thought 
about how many more people would have flowers in 
their lives if they had more confidence in their ability to 
arrange them.  
 

      Continued on page 8 
 
 
 
 

Sangetsu San Francisco 
Jill Owen 

 

Since last February I have been teaching a Sangetsu 
class at SF Johrei Center, meeting twice a month. We 
have a large room downstairs with worktables, a 
storage area, and a sink. The students have been 
enjoying the class, and I am delighted. It is a wonderful 
opportunity to seek peace of mind through creativity, 
appreciation of beauty, and observation of nature.  
 
Class will not meet this December or January, but will 
return February through November 2016. 
 

             
  

Arrangement from one of Jill’s classes 
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Sangetsu in Montana, continued from page 7 

 
Some of the little arrangements made by members at the 

Johrei Conference at SF Center in July. 
 
 

I was given the privilege of doing flowers for the altar 
of a little Episcopal church in Tamworth, NJ this 
spring. It was for the Feast of the Pentecost, so I 
made a Shoka arrangement with red and orange 
gladiolas to represent flames.  When the sunlight 
flickered on the flowers, they flickered back. I was 
asked to teach a workshop to the altar guild there. I 
had a wonderful time showing nine women how to 
bring more depth into their arrangements simply by 
bringing some flowers forward. It was a revelation to 
them, and it was exciting to hear them exclaiming on 
how much more beauty they were seeing in their 
own work. 
 
This fall I visited with members in the Seattle area, 
and a half dozen of us got together in Briana 
Metting’s home to make arrangements for the 
upcoming Appreciation Service there, using flowers 

from her garden. She took a few of the arrangements 
to another centre nearby and, as a result, they now 
want her to teach there! (See Briana little blurb on 
page 4.) 
 

I love the Teaching that one of the easiest ways to 
purify one’s spirit is through the appreciation of 
Beauty—natural and human–made alike. With 
Sangetsu’s philosophy of Jitsu-Jitsu-Kyo (two parts 
nature, on part technique), we have the best of both 
worlds. Our arrangements purify our hearts, radiate 
Light and raise the vibration of the planet. Each is a 
prototype of Paradise on Earth. What a joy to be part 
of the blessing!  
 

  
 

Shoka arrangement with glads 

 

 


